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Thtive-American land and resource use in Southwest Virginia 
spans almost the entire scope ofNorth-American prehistory, and includes 
evidence of early Paleo-Indian hunters all the way up to tribal peoples 
who met the impact of Euroamerican occupation. Southwest Virginia 
prehistory shares much in common with archaeological patterns in the 
Southern Appalachians and greater southeastern United States, but, like 
any subregion, remains ultimately unique. In fact, some archaeologists 
argue that the western Virginia highland presents a singular version of 
an intermontane prehistoric culture distinct even from its neighboring 
mountain aboriginal cultures. One important feature of prerecorded 
human occupation in Southwest Virginia entails less human-induced en-
vironmental change compared to surrounding lowland areas or even the 
proto-Cherokee highlands to the south. 

Long before the Virginia mountains became a Euroamerican fron-
tier on the edge of advancing agricultural settlement, the region had 
functioned as something of a "natural reserve" for cohesive native groups 
(later designated "tribes") situated in comparatively larger numbers 
around the area. While such groups traveled and temporarily camped in 
the mountains for hunting, fishing, resource gathering, or trading pur-
poses, certain smaller groups of aboriginal peoples also lived in South-
west Virginia for prolonged periods. All left behind archaeological evi-
dence. Following is a synopsis of this evidence, an assessment ofland use 
and environmental impact, and finally an attempt to appreciate the pre-
historic environmental worldview. 

During the past 20,000 years, both natural and human-induced 
causes have rendered dramatic changes in the environment of South-
west Virginia. The end of the Wisconsin glaciation, 18,000-12,000 B.C., 
ended the Pleistocene period and introduced the Holocene with radi-
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cally modifying effects. The end of the Wisconsin glaciation also raised 
sea levels, and submerged the land bridge between Siberia and Alaska, 
which archaeologists commonly believe was the route ancient Asian 
peoples used in populating North and South America. As the earliest 
hunters began traversing the new continents, a spruce forest gradually 
evolved into one dominated by hemlock, which in turn gave way to a 
deciduous forest. Oak species became prevalent between 3000-2500 B.C., 
and a warm and dry climate encouraged the development of subsequent 
deciduous combinations involving oak, chestnut, and hickory trees. 1 

While few archaeologists or anthropologists argue for exclusive en-
vironmental determinism, much evidence in the Southern Appalachians 
suggests that natural land forms had significant influences on prehistoric 
human behavior. In general, low-lying areas associated with rivers and 
flood plains became the most conducive for the most elaborate cultural 
development, while rougher topography proved the least. 2 Other natu-
ral land forms of Southwest Virginia appear to have had significant influ-
ences on prehistoric human behavior, with rivers, flood plains, moun-
tains, and natural salt sources providing some of the most conspicuous 
evidence. 

From the earliest days of the Paleo-Indian era, rivers became natu-
ral corridors for travel among the mountains. The New, Clinch, Tennes-
see, Holston, and Powell rivers all flowed toward the greater Mississippi 
drainage area, and provided natural travel routes into and through the 
western-most section of Virginia. The Roanoke and James flowed to-
ward the Atlantic Ocean, and offered travel routes into the mountains 
from the east. As prehistoric Indian lifestyles became progressively more 
sedentary, the flood plains of these rivers became the most common sites 
of permanent and semi-permanent villages and horticultural activity. River 
valleys also became the routes through which various Indian groups in-
teracted and exchanged culture. In this sense, local cultural traditions 
- expressed through ceramic variations and trade goods - arose in 
association with various waterways, and thus even the Dan, Shenandoah, 
and Potomac rivers influenced Southwest Virginia's easternmost prehis-
toric culture. 3 

Along with rivers, geological sources of salt figured very importantly 
in Southwest Virginia's prehistory. Ancient clays imbedded with salt in 
the present-day Roanoke area and a more concentrated salt formation 
in Rich Valley attracted mammals, which in turn lured hunters of mast-
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odon, giant sloth, and later creatures such as white tail deer, eastern elk, 
and black bear. As America's first humans evolved from a highly no-
madic lifestyle to a more stationary one, their culture grew more com-
plex, characterized by the gradual rise of such activities as ceramic manu-
facture, plant cultivation, and eventually the crafting of ritual goods and 
burial items from materials such as mica and copper. Archaeologists have 
distinguished three broad stages to delineate these changes in culture. 
The Paleo-Indian, Archaic, and Woodland eras all distinguish themselves 
with unique cultural attributes in Southwest Virginia and other parts of 
North America. The Mississippian tradition arose as sort of a hybrid and 
ultra-sophisticated version of the Woodland. While centered along the 
Mississippi Valley itself, this tradition also coincided and overlapped with 
the Woodland tradition in the areas contingent to the Mississippi Valley. 
In this manner, the Mississippian made its mark even as far away as the 
upper Tennessee valley and Southwest Virginia. 

Paleo-Indian Period (ca 9500 B.C. - ca 8000 B.C.) 
During the past century, archaeologists have found numerous Paleo-

Indian artifacts throughout eastern North America. The basin areas of 
the Mississippi, Ohio, Cumberland, and Tennessee rivers have especially 
divulged rich finds in Paleo-Indian projectile points. In fact, despite the 
early fame of Folsom and Clovis finds in New Mexico and the American 
Southwest, present-day Kentucky and Tennessee and many parts of some 
of their bordering states have yielded the very richest sources of Paleo-
Indian points (arrowheads or spearheads) in North America. The South-
ern Appalachians, including all of Southwest Virginia, were part of this 
early hunting period and, remarkably, the Paleo-Indian finds of eastern 
coastal areas of Virginia and other states have revealed notably fewer 
projectile points than have the highlands themselves. 4 But despite ex-
tensive evidence reflecting transient hunting practices, archaeologists 
studying Southwest Virginia and other parts of the Southern Appala-
chians in West Virginia, eastern Kentucky, and western North Carolina 
have yet to find evidence oflarger Paleo-Indian settlements, such as the 
Flint Run or Thunderbird sites in eastern Virginia. 5 Thus, the evidence 
to date - though incomplete and partially destroyed through looting, 
past indiscriminate artifact gathering, and road and building construc-
tion - would suggest that nomadic hunters traversed all of Southwest 
Virginia. Particularly indicative are the numerous Paleo-Indian projec-
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Paleo-Indian, 9500 B.C.-8000 B.C. 
Archaic, 8000 B.C.-1000 B.C. 
Woodland, 1000 B.C.-European contact (1607 for eastern Virginia) 

early, 1000 B.C.-500 B.C. 
middle, 500 B.C.-900 AD. 
late, 900 A.D.-1607 AD. 

Adena, 500 B.C.-700 AD. 
Hopewell, 900 A.D.-1150 AD. 
Mississipian, 700 A.D.-European contact 
Appalachian variations: Dallas, Pisgah, Fort Ancient, 

1000 AD.-European contact 
Southern Cult phenomenon, 11 ODs-European contact 
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tile points found in Rich Valley, where animals roamed in high numbers 
seeking the natural salines. 6 About 10,000 years ago all these animals 
became extinct. Why they died remains mysterious and controversial, 
and archaeologists and paleontologists have pondered a number of pos, 
sible causes, including climate change, disease, natural evolution, hu, 
man predation - or a combination of some or all of these factors, or 
from additional causes not yet known. 7 In any case, their demise, and 
the effect of their demise on early humans, brought the Paleo, Indian era 
to a close. 

Archaic Period (ca 8000 B.C. - ca 1000 B.C.) 
Archaeologists distinguish the Archaic Period from the Paleo,Jn, 

dian Period by both natural changes and modifications in human behav, 
ior. The final stages of the climatic transition from the Pleistocene ar, 
rived, creating remarkable environmental changes, and thus interrelated 
human behavioral changes. During the early Archaic, a pine and oak 
forest began to replace natural grasslands, the mastodon became extinct, 
and bison numbers decreased. 8 The climate followed a general warming 
trend. Somewhere around 5000 B.C., the basic flora and fauna of the 
modern era's eastern United States established itself and provided lndi, 
ans with vast new food sources, such as shellfish, acorns, chestnuts, and 
wild turkeys. Again, the broad riverine area associated with the Missis, 
sippi, including the Ohio, Cumberland, and Tennessee rivers, became a 
concentration of Archaic culture.9 Early people altered their behavior 
from primary reliance on hunting to a more diverse, less itinerant way of 
life that involved a heavier use of plant foods, both wild and cultivated. 
Indians in west central Illinois apparently began domesticating gourds 
and squash as early as 5000 B.C., and such horticultural practice seems 
to have reached the Tennessee and Kentucky area by 2500 B.C. 10 Such 
plant cultivation apparently spread into Southwest Virginia as well, and 
by the end of the Archaic Period, aborigines in this area seem to have 
used a wide range of the area's natural food resources. 11 

Prehistoric sites and artifacts from the Archaic Period in Southwest 
Virginia mostly reflect tool,making, tool maintenance, and the hunting 
and food,processing practices associated with them. 12 Indians developed 
new tools to fulfill new functions, such as the stone milling equipment 
used for greater utilization of plant foods. Archaic people in Southwest 
Virginia used manos, a hand,held globular rock, to grind food substances 
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against flat rocks called metates. Indians also began to make more re-
fined types of stone tools resembling axes and adzes. Additionally, they 
manufactured stone weights fitted for a new weapon called an atlatl, 
which utilized leverage through a simple yet highly effective hinged de-
vice for throwing spears. Finally, they sometimes developed specific tools 
in particular areas which reflected local uses, such as nut-harvesting, fish 
weir production, seed-processing, and forest clearing. 13 

Around 3000 B.C., Archaic people in various parts of the eastern 
United States began practicing a new subsistence pattern involving an-
nual migrations between summer and winter camps, thereby utilizing 
seasonal resources. 14 The Grayson County area of Southwest Virginia 
reflected a regional variation of this new development in which flood 
plains and uplands grew interrelated. Here, Indians established their more 
substantial hunting camps in low-lying areas, from which they traveled 
into the mountains to smaller, more transient camps. 15 

The oldest known aboriginal occupation in Southwest Virginia oc-
curred between 8240-7440 B.C. at the Daughtery Cave in Russell County. 
Indians living at this rock shelter appear to have been transient hunt-
ers. 16 As mentioned, shellfish represented a new food source during the 
Archaic Period, and the Daughtery Cave site has revealed the earliest 
known evidence of shellfish consumption in Southwest Virginia. A grow-
ing reliance on shellfish may have contributed to the progressively sta-
tionary behavior that characterized the Archaic Period, and prehistory 
in general. 17 Certainly a heightened degree of more settled activity and 
accompanying cultural development occurred around 1000 B.C., distin-
guishing an entirely new cultural tradition, commonly called the Wood-
land. 

Woodland Period 
( 1000 8.C. - ca 1607: i.e., European Contact) 

As the Archaic Period evolved into the Woodland Period, Indians 
developed North America's most sophisticated prehistoric culture. This 
culture reached its climax in certain locations with the Mississippian 
tradition, which began around 700 or 800 A.O. and continued until Eu-
ropean Contact. The Mississippian cultural tradition itself became com-
plex enough to generate local variations, and several of these traditions 
- including the Pisgah, Dallas, and Fort Ancient - directly or indi-
rectly influenced prehistoric culture in Southwest Virginia. Where Mis-
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sissippian influences were not felt in eastern North America, the rela, 
tively less elaborate Woodland tradition persisted. Thus, depending upon 
the location, the first Europeans encountered either a Woodland or a 
Mississippian people, with numerous unique local cultural idiosyncra, 
sies. 

After about 1000 B.C., the eastern woodlands saw the rise of nu, 
merous politically autonomous and economically self,sufficient groups 
which increased in population, engaged in more intensive horticulture, 
and began to exchange tools, pottery, ornamental items, and other trade 
goods with neighboring groups. Eastern Native Americans, particularly 
around the Mississippi and Ohio River valleys, settled along flood plains 
where they began an unprecedentedly intense cultivation of food, espe, 
dally the much,noted triad of maize, beans, and squash. Horticulture 
and its associated sedentary behavior inspired profound cultural changes, 
both locally and in regard to exchange with other Indian groups. Indians 
made more use of pottery, traded "wealth items" (copper,ware, shell, 
and mica jewelry and ornaments), developed new tools, used tools more 
extensively, performed fairly elaborate burials, and developed (in some 
cases) relatively complex political systems, commonly called chiefdoms. 18 

Archaeologists have found sites reflecting Woodland Indians' hunt, 
ing, gathering, and plant, cultivating Woodland culture throughout South, 
west Virginia. 19 As in other places in the eastern United States, pali, 
saded villages, circular dwelling places, flexed burials, triangular projec, 
tile points, various distinctive ceramic styles, and horticultural evidence 
characterize Woodland Period occupations in Southwest Virginia. 20 Wood, 
land sites range in size and complexity from single family units to larger, 
more diverse sites that reflect a high degree of cultural interaction with 
neighboring peoples. 2I A crucial development of this era in the eastern 
United States lay in a much more sophisticated pottery manufacture in, 
volving the first fired ceramics, which were capable of withstanding high 
temperatures and drastic temperature changes. Such a capability allowed 
Indians to engage in more sophisticated cooking activities, particularly 
the cooking of starchy seeds and the leaching of acorns. In eastern Ken, 
tucky, such new food,processing technology revolutionized Indian use of 
the forest cover, from about fifteen percent in 2000 B.C. to more than 
eighty percent a thousand years later. 22 

The first fired ceramics appeared in most of Virginia by about 1200 
B.C. This new technology likely arrived in eastern Virginia from the Jn, 
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dian peoples of coastal South Carolina and Georgia. Evidence of this 
newer pottery, however, does not appear in Southwest Virginia until 300 
years later, when Swannanoa ware (a sand, or griMempered pottery) 
arises, apparently through exchange with southern peoples. 23 Archae, 
ologists categorize and attempt to trace subsequent ceramic types through 
their differing surface designs and their tempering medium. Indians of 
the Southern Appalachians used devices such as fabric, cords, and carved 
wooden paddles to decorate pottery, and used a variety of materials, in, 
eluding shells (mostly periwinkle and mussel), sand or grit, and lime, 
stone to temper their ware. 24 

Ceramic types help archaeologists determine different time peri, 
ods, cultural groups, and possible exchanges between groups. As Sebert 
Sisson wrote in regard to the Pot Rock Cliff Shelter in Carroll County, 
Virginia, "the relatively great amounts of pottery, with the evidence of 
type changes through time, prove that the shelter was extensively used 
during Woodland times." 25 Pot sherds found in Southwest Virginia help 
reveal much about the complex story of cultural interchange, particu, 
larly with regard to localized peoples and influences from neighboring 
groups, or the lack of such cultural interchange. For instance, certain 
sites in Lee County have revealed pottery types distinctly associated with 
the Dallas and Pisgah cultures (local, distinct Mississippian cultural varia, 
tions) to the west and south. On the other hand, the nearby Crab Or, 
chard Site in Tazewell County divulged almost only indigenous,type pot, 
tery remains, reflecting little or no interaction with Dallas or Pisgah 
peoples.26 The Brown Johnson Site in Bland County produced similar 
conclusions; the ceramic evidence was relatively meager, but neverthe, 
less clearly reflected native pottery as opposed to outside influences.27 
On the other hand, the Flannery Site in Washington County contained 
a varied collection of ceramic artifacts that indicated early, indigenous 
Indian occupation, followed by later outside influences. 28 Obviously, pot 
sherds are among the most important artifacts that archaeologists find. 

During the Middle Woodland Period (ca. 500 B.C.- ca. 900 A.O.), 
the use of Indian com or maize spread throughout the eastern United 
States, bows and arrows replaced spears, and the first socially stratified 
cultures arose among aborigines, particularly in two cultural areas. Be, 
ginning around 500 B.C., the Adena culture developed primarily in south, 
em Ohio, but extended into all adjacent states until around 700 A.O. 
Indians of the Adena culture built the famous burial mounds of the Ohio 
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Valley region and beyond, which remain in evidence across the land-
scape today. Around 900 A.D. the Hopewell cultural tradition also arose 
in southern Ohio, overlapping to some extent with the Adena, but ex-
tending over a much broader area of eastern North America in what is 
sometimes called the Hopewellian Influence (or Interaction) Sphere. 
Within only a couple of hundred years the Hopewellian Interaction Sphere 
reached as far north as Montana and Michigan, as far south as the Gulf 
Coast, and as far east as the Appalachian Mountains of North Carolina 
and Virginia. Increased production of maize and other cultigens intro-
duced from Mesoamerica as well as indigenous domesticates provided 
an economic basis from which Indians all over eastern North America 
began interchanging ideas, raw and manufactured goods, and various 
cultural practices. 29 

The Middle Woodland Period in Virginia reveals characteristics typi-
cal of a broader eastern North America trend as well as unique local 
traits. In general, Indians of the eastern forests experienced an increas-
ingly settled lifestyle accompanied by population growth and a greater 
degree of social stratification. Various groups became more territorial 
and, by extension, began to develop regional cultural characteristics. 30 
Indians in Southwest Virginia manufactured a distinct style of ceramics 
that apparently reflects some degree of cultural interaction with other 
southern mountain aboriginals. Around the Blue Ridge area, however, 
ceramic traits seem to resemble those found to the east. Social charac-
teristics probably ranged from non-stratified societies typical of earlier 
eras to the more sociopolitically complex relationships that were devel-
oping among other eastern Indian groups of the period. Additionally, 
Southwest Virginia's Middle Woodland sites reveal explicit differences 
in artifacts depending upon elevation. Thus, the distinction between valley 
settlements and highland hunting camps continued.31 

Horticultural practices intensified during the Late Woodland Pe-
riod in Virginia (900-1607), when Indians began employing slash and 
burn techniques, including the girdling of trees. As with fired ceramics, 
horticulture arrived somewhat later in Southwest Virginia compared to 
the eastern piedmont and coastal areas. Archaeological evidence reflects 
a late, rather than early, Woodland horticultural configuration in the 
Virginia mountains. But during this late Woodland Period, flood plains 
and associated plant cultivation became the sites of major, semi-perma-
nent occupations.32 This situation is reflected quite prominently in the 
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Crab Orchard Site in Tazewell County near the headwaters of the Clinch 
River. Indians built the 400-feet long, palisaded Crab Orchard village 
around the year 1500. Inside the palisade, archaeologists discovered cir-
cular homes arranged in rows, about 180 burials, and various storage 
pits. Researches have surmised the population of the village at about 400 
people. Outside the palisade, the Indians had a large, semi-subterranean 
"council house," and beyond this complex, along the Clinch River, they 
cultivated food. 33 

To date, the Crab Orchard Site remains unique in Southwest Vir-
ginia, for no other site displays its particular arrangement of circular 
dwellings, palisade, council house, and mixture of two distinct ceramic 
types (shell-tempered, plain-surface, and Radford Series). The Crab Or-
chard Site becomes especially significant when we consider, as is true for 
much of Southwest Virginia, the absence of indigenous inhabitants dur-
ing the subsequent Contact Period (that is, after 1607). With such a 
dearth of documentary evidence, the Crab Orchard Site is so far the sole 
and most important resource for understanding late prehistoric life ways 
in the Tazewell County area. 34 The Crab Orchard complex also, to some 
extent, reflects part of a broader prehistoric highland culture in Virginia. 

During the late Woodland Period, "distinct natural areas" devel-
oped in Virginia based on the various zones of geography, such as the 
coastal plain, piedmont, Blue Ridge, and Appalachian plateau regions. 
Distinct natural areas arose when the particular traits of an area's natu-
ral features began to distinguish markedly the local Indian population, 
now increasingly based in specific locales. In addition to this growing 
indigenous Indian population, Southwest Virginia became an area tra-
versed by neighboring groups (also growing in cultural distinction), par-
ticularly along river ways. Indians from eastern Virginia used the James, 
Dan, and Roanoke rivers to reach Southwest Virginia, often for hunting 
purposes and concurrent weapon manufacture. Indians from various Mis-
sissippian cultural areas to the north, west, and south traveled into South-
west Virginia along the Kanawha, New, Tennessee, and Holston rivers. 35 
It was up from the Tennessee River that Virginia received its most sig-
nificant Mississippian influences. 

Beginning around 700 A.O., Mississippian culture began to replace 
or evolve out of the Woodland culture in the valley areas associated with 
the Mississippi, Illinois, Tennessee, and Ohio rivers. An enhanced strain 
of corn, the addition of beans, and an overall increase in horticultural 
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production contributed to an increase of population among Mississip-
pian peoples. Mississippian culture and its horticultural food dependence 
initiated the earliest known effects on Indian social hierarchy by creat-
ing stratified social and political patterns, and may well have fostered a 
class-ranked society in areas as distant as Southwest Virginia. 36 As the 
core of Mississippian culture developed in the lowland areas, popula-
tions on the fringes of these areas moved into higher, more remote river 
valleys, such as the Powell in far Southwest Virginia. Since the more 
remote valleys were smaller, had less arable land, a shorter growing sea-
son, and generally offered fewer natural resources, Indians living there 
tended to develop communities of somewhat less elaborate social and 
political structure compared to the core Mississippian locales. 37 Furthest 
Southwest Virginia, around Lee, Scott, and Wise counties, experienced 
just such a "later developing" influence - but, in any case, Virginia's 
only resident Mississippian culture. 

Southwest Virginia's Mississippian traits, as seen in items such as 
ceramics, reflected distinct elements oflocalized Mississippian traditions 
that had developed immediately to the south, west, and north. Around 
1000 A.D., the Pisgah variation of the Mississippian culture arose in 
western North Carolina, as did the Dallas cultural tradition in eastern 
Tennessee and the Fort Ancient tradition in southern West Virginia and 
eastern Kentucky. The Fort Ancient influence possibly entered South-
west Virginia through the Kanawha and New River Valley route, and the 
Dallas and Pisgah definitely did via the Tennessee River. 38 

The Mississippian mound builders represented some of the most 
advanced oflate prehistoric peoples, and, without question, Lee County's 
truncated pyramids represent Virginia's most outstanding Mississippian 
sites. Lucien Carr, of the Peabody Museum, excavated the Ely Mound in 
Lee County during the early 1870s, and was among the first archaeolo-
gists to identify Southwest Virginia's burial mounds within the greater 
Mississippian cultural complex. 39 Carr discovered various burials, pro-
jectile points, Indian com, pottery, horn implements, "small disks ofstone, 
pottery and hematite [and] shells ofMelania, converted into beads." Two 
remarkable Ely Mound artifacts included a chunkey stone, associated 
with an Indian game, and a weeping eye ornamental shell pendant. The 
Ely Mound burials generally corresponded with similar customs of the 
later Cherokee and Chickasaw tribes. 40 
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Where the Dallas variation of Mississippian culture spread of its 
own accord to the area around the Ely Mound, other Indians of South-
west Virginia borrowed various aspects of the Pisgah variation. There-
fore, where Lee County reflects "true" Mississippian cultural, biological, 
and ethnic traits, Washington and Smyth counties, further to the east, 
reflect an indigenous non-Mississippian population adopting Mississip-
pian traits. A number of rock shelters found in far Southwest Virginia 
also indicate contact with Pisgah peoples through trade items such as 
artifacts containing marine shell and mica fragments. 41 Since these Indi-
ans voluntarily borrowed and interacted with the Pisgah culture and 
people, the interchange did not entail an invasion from an outside group, 
and thus represented gradual and elective cultural development.42 Ex-
change among Indians participating in the Mississippian culture also in-
volved the Southern Cult phenomenon. 

Archaeologists and anthropologists have identified the Southern 
Cult by an array of religious, ornamental, and other types of artifacts that 
many southeastern United States Indian groups traded among themselves. 
The climax of this cultural exchange phenomenon seems to have oc-
curred sometime during or shortly after the 1100s. Native Americans in 
Southwest Virginia definitely participated in the Southern Cult, and ar-
tifacts recovered in the Rich Valley area appear to reflect interchange or 
influence from both the ancestors of the Cherokee to the south and the 
antecedents of the Siouan Indians to the east.43 The proto-Cherokee 
immediately south of Rich Valley would have been part of the Pisgah 
version of Mississippian culture, while the late prehistoric eastern Siouan 
Indians would have practiced a Woodland culture. And for all the mag-
nificence and prominence of the Mississippian cultures in the southern 
highlands and to the west, the peoples of the Atlantic coastal and pied-
mont areas certainly developed significantly during the final stage of pre-
history. Their influences also figure into Southwest Virginia's aboriginal 
story. 

The eastern-most area of Southwest Virginia involved a notably 
different prehistoric cultural complex focusing on the Roanoke and James 
rivers. Here too, rock shelters constitute some of the most significant 
prehistoric finds. Geological formations fundamentally dictated local stone 
tool manufacture, and where western Virginia rock shelters reflect the 
surrounding sedimentary geology and yield almost only chert artifacts, 
eastern rock shelters' proximity to the igneous Blue Ridge render mostly 
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quartz and quartzite, and some jasper artifacts.44 It was precisely stone 
that the noted Powhatan Indians of extreme eastern Virginia lacked in 
any sufficient local amount, and thus they had to rely upon western rock 
sources - either directly or through trade - for most of the stone tools 
they wished to make or use. The Blue Ridge area abutting the foothills 
and piedmont also served as a hunting and fishing area for Indians living 
to its east, likely the Siouan peoples of the Monacan alliance who peri, 
odically rivaled the Algonquian Powhatans for control of piedmont and 
foothill territory. Within the cultural exchange, eastern sources provided 
Southwest Virginia with Southern Cult artifacts, while exotic ornamen, 
tal items such as mountain lion claws ended up among eastern Indians 
and probably ultimately derived from the highlands. 45 

Obviously the exchange ofgoods occurred in many directions among 
many groups of Indians through a number of direct and indirect chan, 
nels that superseded local political antagonisms. Southwest Virginia's 
prehistory reflects numerous attributes during various periods of the dis, 
tant past. Aborigines traversing and living in Southwest Virginia selected 
and developed particular cultural traits and created a unique hybrid cul, 
ture.46 Singular cultural traits aside, Indians living in the western Vir, 
ginia mountains impacted their natural environment, as all humans must. 
This impact generally strikes a contemporary observer as minimal. A 
relatively sparse population combined with a worldview not oriented to, 
ward concerted natural resource exploitation largely explains this mini, 
mal impact. 

Environmental Prehistory 
Prehistoric southeastern U.S. Native Americans may have contrib, 

uted to the extinction of various animal species through their hunting 
practices over very long periods of time, a time period that also experi, 
enced greater climatic changes that naturally altered ecosystems. But 
that their lifeway strikes contemporary observers as relatively harmoni, 
ous with biological or other natural forces remains generally accurate. 
Given this situation in the greater southeastern environment, South, 
west Virginia in particular probably remained one of the areas least af, 
fected by prehistoric human activity. As a fringe area of mostly seasonal 
hunting and fishing throughout most of prehistory, and apparently sup, 
porting only a few permanent or semi,permanent camps fairly late in the 
prehistoric record, it stood to experience some of the most dramatic trans, 
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formations upon and following Euroamerican occupation. Considering 
this radical alteration, the prehistoric Indian worldview as it focused most 
especially on the land becomes all the more intriguing, for it entails both 
a particular landscape and a regard for it, both lost long ago. 

Since the 1970s, certain writers have created an image, in their 
own environmentally-correct likeness, of prehistoric Native Americans 
as the first "ecologists."47 This most recent version of the Noble Savage 
myth has unfortunately obscured what little may be concluded about 
prehistoric Indian attitudes toward, and practices affecting, the environ-
ment. This obfuscation is doubly unfortunate when we consider the ac-
tual contrast between Indian and European attitudes toward their natu-
ral surroundings during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, not to 
mention the environmental conceptual difference between early Euro-
pean migrants and successive American generations.48 

Native American interaction with the natural surroundings in the 
southeastern United States comprised a mixture of pragmatic manipula-
tion and carefully ritualized reverence, respect, and awe.49 As with all 
earthly creatures, the Indians' survival depended upon exploiting their 
environment, though this exploitation sometimes highly impacted the 
land in proportion to aboriginal population sizes. Hunting, fishing, and 
cultivating food sometimes involved setting deliberate fires, girdling trees, 
and utilizing natural poisons. Certainly prehistoric and especially his-
toric-era Indians contributed to the decimation if not outright extinc-
tion of certain animal species through overhunting. so 

Long before Native Americans in the southeastern United States 
began cultivating food, their hunting and fishing practices had impacted 
the environment. As previously mentioned, the Archaic Period began 
with a dramatic change in fauna, perhaps partially attributable to human 
hunting practices. In the later prehistoric and early historic eras, ofcourse, 
Indian subsistence hunting continued. A sense of survival combined with 
a religious respect for the natural world stemming from animism and 
totemism generally dictated conservative fishing and hunting practices, 
though Indians ingeniously employed a number of sophisticated meth-
ods for obtaining wild food. 

In addition to spearing, hooking, netting, and other common meth-
ods of catching fish, Native Americans used organic poisons derived from 
various indigenous plants to stun the creatures for easy capture. Buckeye 
nuts used elsewhere in the southeast for poisoning fish were certainly 
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available in the Virginia mountains, and Indians may well have used them 
there for this purpose. 51 Southeastern Indians also commonly used fire to 
flush game into a killing ground. 52 Around the Southern Appalachian 
region, aboriginal fire - both as a hunting device and as part of slash-
and-bum horticulture - had the most drastic effect on the environ-
ment. Indians also girdled trees to create more enduring cleared areas 
that attracted game. The slash and bum practices associated with Wood-
land Period horticultural activity intensified aboriginal use of fire, and a 
general increase of Indian population throughout the prehistoric era also 
intensified human impact upon the environment. 53 

Even though fire obviously dramatically altered an area's ecology, it 
did not do so in a completely destructive manner. Fires caused by light-
ning long preceded human-induced fire, and various flora evolved sur-
vival mechanisms that actually came to depend upon fire for survival. So, 
as scientists working during the past half century have increasingly ap-
preciated, fire serves important ecological functions and facilitates the 
growth of certain plant (and by extension consumer-animal) species, even 
at the detriment of others. Indians readily employed fire as a practical 
tool. 

The overall low aboriginal population and their relatively conser-
vative hunting and fishing practices put their use of fire closer to the 
natural lightning-induced-fire side of a spectrum, the other extreme of 
which came to be defined by nineteenth and twentieth century 
Euroamerican practices of deliberate burning in association with intense 
agricultural activities. Smaller population numbers would probably miti-
gate the environmental impact of almost any human group. So the more 
interesting aspect of a particular group involves specific cultural orienta-
tions that include conscious decisions regarding the surrounding world 
and its resources. 

Prehistoric Environmental Worldview 
Beyond the available details involving aboriginal environmental 

interaction, the much trickier question arises concerning Indian concep-
tions of their environment: their "environmental philosophy," if the term 
may be used. The fact is, exactly how the Indians of the Southern Appa-
lachians felt about the land will never be known. The closest approxima-
tion of their perspective may only be approached through several filters, 
where time (in itself a culturally-loaded concept), evolved tradition, and 
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various unavoidable subjective interpretations modify ancient perspec-
tives. s4 Through contemporary Euroamerican observations, modern an-
thropology, James Mooney's late nineteenth-early twentieth century an-
thropology, and latter day Indian mythology (gathered from old people 
in a language other than their native tongue and through a medium -
the written word - novel even among the Cherokee with their Sequoyan 
syllabary), plenty of speculation, imagination, guesswork, fantasy, and 
romanticism may be generated. In the case of Southwest Virginia, an 
additional geographic barrier arises in that no prominent cultural tradi-
tion comparable to the Cherokee actually permanently occupied the ter-
ritory in question, at least into the historic era. But given the proximity 
of the Cherokee, whose ancestors probably traversed and lived in South-
west Virginia at various times during their prehistory, some extrapola-
tion of their environmental worldview seems worthwhile. Similarly, the 
Shawnee and Tutelo, who also had some involvement with Southwest 
Virginia, may offer important variations of an overall approximation of 
the aboriginal perspective. Finally, despite all the historic era's modifica-
tions that affected later versions of Indian traditions, it seems reasonable 
to expect a certain amount of continuity stemming from a fundamen-
tally distinct regard for the environment ultimately rooted in prehistory.ss 

Amidst all their activity, Indians were intimately aware of their natu-
ral surroundings, as could only be expected from a people who lived in 
such daily close proximity to it, and whose daily subsistence depended 
directly upon it. Like other non-literate peoples whose intellectual facul-
ties are used to other ends (such as memorizing literally hours ofdetailed 
oral tradition), the southeastern Indians were experts on the details of 
their landscape. They drew excellent maps and could recount intricate 
details such as individual trees next to specific bends in a particular river, 
sometimes hundreds of miles from their home base.s6 

The aborigines' environmental intimacy contributed to a view of 
their world steeped in natural forces and phenomena, such as weather 
features and animals. In many ways, their perspective was typically ani-
mistic, and similar to other animistic cultures such as the Shinto of the 
Japanese. Animism entails the regard of all objects - plants, animals, 
rocks, water - as possessing spiritual qualities. 57 But contrary to recent 
romantic stereotypes, the spectrum of the southeastern U.S. Native 
American worldview ran the gamut from deep veneration to fierce ha-
tred. Among snakes, for instance, the Cherokee greatly revered rattle-
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snakes, but absolutely despised spreading adders and copperheads. They 
would not eat birds of prey, or any carnivores (omnivorous black bears 
excepted), based on concepts of cleanliness and the idea that animals 
that ate meat were unclean. 58 

The Cherokee outlook was also generally anthropomorphic in that 
Indians assigned human qualities to non-human entities, such as arrang-
ing animal groups in totems resembling human family or clan group-
ings.59 Thus Little Deer became a deity of sorts and acted as chief of the 
deer tribe. They believed that other animals, such as bear, were really 
human underneath a guise of animalness. What might be called the In-
dian conservation ethic was obviously interwoven with their animistic 
outlook.60 To a certain extent, it was out of religious respect for a deity 
such as Little Deer that the Cherokee would avoid wanton killing of the 
deer species. John Lawson encountered a similar ethos in 1700 among 
the mountain Indians northwest ofHigh Point, North Carolina. He wrote: 

All the Indians hereabouts carefully preserve the Bones of 
the Flesh they eat, and burn them, as being of Opinion, that 
if they omitted that Custom, the Game would leave their 
Country, and they should not be able to maintain themselves 
by their Hunting. 61 

The particular caution that the Cherokee associated with the kill-
ing of wolves mixed their need to eliminate a competing predator with 
their special respect for the wolf, and thus required a specialist properly 
ordained for such an act. On the other hand, their general aversion for 
killing snakes fell more purely into the religious realm, and represented 
an interestingly obverse taboo compared with the Judaic-Christian fear 
of serpents.62 

Such an animistic outlook, of course, certainly extended far beyond 
animals, and encompassed seemingly every aspect of the world around 
them. Rivers figured centrally in this worldview. Beyond their obvious 
facility as transportation corridors and sources of fish and shellfish, South-
west Virginia's rivers might be considered from an Indian's spiritual per-
spective. The Cherokee assigned anthropomorphic qualities to rivers, 
thinking of them as giant men whose heads lay high in the mountains 
and whose feet stretched down into the lowlands. Daily purification in 
such waters became profoundly important. James Adair, a trader and 
resident among the Cherokee from 1736-1743, wrote that they were 
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"strongly attached to rivers, - all retaining the opinion of the ancients, 
that rivers are necessary to constitute a paradise."63 

In some ways the Cherokee regard for rivers captured the entire 
range of their environmental perspective, with all its multifaceted as-
pects of utilitarianism, animism, and religious purification. Beyond this, 
something might be said for the "energy" surrounding bodies of water 
that has always captivated all peoples in one form or another. This en-
ergy, of course, supersedes aquatic biology, the distinct aromas that arise 
from such ecosystems, or even the physical details of such environments. 
This phenomenon, perhaps more conveyed to human instinct or emo-
tion rather than to human intellect, has long been the domain of mystics 
and artists, and really remains impossible to pin down logically. But this 
limitation does not or should not detract from its importance. Perhaps 
the most that can be said is that what many contemporary people might 
now sense in admiring rivers, the Indians sensed at least in equal mea-
sure and, with all romanticism or idealization aside, probably to a signifi-
cantly greater degree. 

Prehistoric southeastern Indians, finally, did not share the uniquely 
post-seventeenth century Western attitude of"progress" in regard to their 
environment or anything else. Despite such dramatic innovations as the 
gradual adoption of plant cultivation over a strictly hunting, fishing, and 
foraging lifestyle - or the invention and utilization of such weapons as 
the atlatl spear thrower or bow and arrow - Indians nevertheless con-
tinued to live a highly diverse and thus ultimately less disruptive exist-
ence.64 Their behavioral modifications, therefore, did not resemble lin-
ear change as much as it did lateral change. In this sense, the Native 
Americans shared a generally non-linear outlook commonly found among 
many non-European peoples. 65 Thus, in terms of worldview, the Ameri-
can Indians probably could not have encountered a people more dia-
metrically opposed to them than the Europeans. These contrasting 
peoples' differing actions toward the natural environment and the ulti-
mate results of these behaviors reflected, in part, this greater cultural 
clash. 

* * * * * 
The first people ofSouthwest Virginia left behind a prehistoric record 

that archaeologists and other scholars, particularly those working during 
the last half century, have only begun to divulge and understand. Clearly 
the area represents a specific subregion, and details have begun to dis tin-
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guish the western Virginia highlands within wider contexts of the Appa-
lachian region and the greater southeastern United States. Some sur-
rounding lands experienced more intense human occupation, but many 
of these peoples depended upon Southwest Virginia for crucial natural 
resources. In utilizing those resources, Indians obviously impacted the 
environment; how they impacted it has become more clear than how 
they felt about it. But, certainly, over thousands of years of prehistoric 
occupation and traveling across Southwest Virginia, they left an area 
still rich in natural flora and fauna, with little and perhaps no devastat-
ing human-induced environmental change. All of this behavior and its 
consequences, of course, stand in marked contrast to subsequent 
Euroamerican occupation. And while the fact of comparatively smaller 
Indian populations partially explains this contrast, the more profound 
basis for Indian behavior and attitude toward the environment lay in 
their view of the world and their concept of their own place within it. 
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